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rifle, and serape-in a flattened collage against a simplified snowcapped volcano,
thus using Synthetic Cubist means to represent a Mexican reality.

Areas of South America that had small indigenous populations (generally, areas east
of the Andes and in the Southern Cone) were particularly receptive to avant-garde
European art movements such as Cubism. The ArEentine Emilio Pettoruti was
adamantly committed to Cubism, which he had learned from the Spanish artist f,uan

Gris. When Pettoruti went home to Buenos Aires in'1924,he enthusiastically exhibited his Cubist paintings to an often
unreceptive public.

Joaquin Torres-Garcia of Uruguay was well established in the modern art scene in. Europe. ln his canvases and wood
boards, he flattened three-dimensional objects into evenly coloured geometric shapes separated by thick black lines.
Torres-Garcia's work reveals the same underlying structural unity as that of his Dutch mentor, Theo van Doesburg, a leader
of the international Constructivist movement and a founder of De Stijl, although his paintings were not as abstract as van
Doesburg's. As with many Latin American artists at the time, Torres-Carcia w€s not a strict adherent to the dictums of a
movement. For example, the Constructivist philosophy attempted to achieve a universal sense of truth and therefore
rejected national traditions. ln contrast, Torres-Carcia attempted to reconnect with the traditions of his native continent:
while still in Paris, he searched through natural history museums to find pre-Columbian motifs that he could incorporate
into his art. ln particular, the geometric designs from the Nazca in Peru and Tiwanaku in Bolivia appealed to his
architectonic aesthetic.

After he returned to Montevideo, Uruguay,in1934, Torres-Garcia created divinities with lnca names out of geometric
pieces of wood that he hammered together. ln a park there he also erected a stone sculpture entitled Cosmic Monument
fl93e), which clearly reflects the proportions of the ancient Bolivian Gateway of the Sun. The Torres-Carcia Workshop,
which he founded in Uruguay to perpetuate his theories, reinained strong long afterhis death. His influence extended
across the Rio de la Plata to Argentina, where a more geometric, nonrepresentational art movement called Concrete
lnvention was established in 1945. Concrete lnvention artists created shaped, rather than traditionally rectangular,
canvases painted in bold, flat colours.

\n1922 the virtues of the European avant-garde were dramatically proclaimed during Modern Art Week in S5o Paulo,
Brazil, South.America's most modern city. Although its organizers were interested in Cubism and other modern art
movements of Europe, theywere also concerned with finding Brazilian themes that would lead to a national art. Anita
Malfatti and Emiliano di Caralcanti used emotional Fauvist colours, applied with slashing brushstrokes, to create the
portraits typical of their early years. The leading Latin American Cubist painter associated with them, Tarsila do Amaral,
returned to Brazil from Paris in19Z4 to see Brazil with fresh eyes and incorporate it into her art. She soon created
abstracted, geometric images of tropical landscapes and formed geometrically rounded portraits of women in the
tradition of Fernand L6ger, with whom she had worked in France. Later in that decade, Brazilian artists used the term
cannibatismto describe their 2oth-century art, referring to the fact that they daroured outside ideas and then digested
them to make them part of their ourn identity. Brazilian art during the period was emphatically avant-garde, but it was
a lso always distinctively Brazil ian.

The Cuban artist Amelia Pel6ez, wfro nla studied with Leopoldo Romafiach, went to paris and adopted a style that
recalled the later, more-ornamental Cubist work produced by Braque, as well as the work of Ceorges Rouault and Henri
Matisse. Upon her return to Cuba in1934,she painted canvases with bright, carefully balanced colours that were
separated by strong black lines that looked almost like stained glass. She incorporated herworld of wrought-iron screens,
sunlit patios, and fruit-filled dining tables into her subJect matter. While her art fitwithin the international mainstream, it
celebrated Cuba in particular. Pel6ez was the first Cuban artist to introduce a flat, geometric Modernist vocabulary into
the island, and she encouraged other artists to fiollow her lead.

POPULISTARTANDTHE MEXICAN MURAL RENAISSANCE <L* ,Starh Ng r g

After the turn of the z0th century, Latin American art reacted against the conservative establishment of the academies by
agitating for political change. ln Mexico young artists admired the work of los6 Guadalupe Posada. a populist artist who
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engraved illustrations for'newspaper broadsides in a number of graphic media, often incorporating skeletons of political
leaders and eulogizing them in verse as if they were dead but actually mocking their dependence on European styles and
their indifference to the plight of the indigenous peasants and workers. His art, simplified and expressive in its use of
graphic marks and dramatic composition, was widely seen and admired by Mexican workers and by students such as Jos6
Clemente Orozco at the nearby academy.

On the erre of the Mexican Revolution (l9lO-2O), indigenous artists reacted against the government-sponsored exhibition
of European artists intended to celebrate the centenary of Mexico's declaration of independence. Although by this point
many more opportunities had opened up for native-born Latin American artists, the exhibition revealed that the biases of
the'l9th-century elites had thus not totally abated. Doctor Atl (the pseudonym of Gerardo Murillo), who had trained as an
artist in Europe, organized an independent exhibition of Mexican artists. ln his ownportraits and volcanic landscapes, he
incorporated increasingly Expressionist colours, dynamic diagonal lines, and untraditional waxy pigments.

ln'192'1, after the revolution, the new Mexican secretary of education, Jos6 Vasconcelos, invited many Mexican artists*
including those on scholarship in Europe--to paint undecorated walls in government-owned buildings with inspirational
themes that would be accessible to all citizens. The artists who accepted the commission converged on the National
Preparatory School for boys in Mexico City, a colonial building with three stories of vaulted hallways fiacinE an interior
courlyard.

Among those chosen was Diego Flivera, who greatly admired ltalian Renaissance
muralists' use of fresco painting to communicate their faith on the walls of public
buildings such as churches. On the stage of the National Preparatory School's
theatre, Flivera used encaustic (a heated coloured wax) to create a scene with angels

-many depicted with mestizo features-in a Elenaissance sryle. ln his next project, for
the Ministry of Public Ed.ucation headquarters in downtown Mexico City, he
abandoned allegorical and religious associations, but he incorporated the
geometrically simplified figures and strong gestures that he admired in the works of
Ciotto and other early Renaissance artists. He also adopted their tradition of buon
fresco ("true fresco") technique by painting directly on freshly plastered wall. While

his techniques drew from European art history, his subjects were drawn from pre-Columbian sources and from Mexican
history and represented aspects of modern mestizo activities and indigenous ceremonies. Flivera's fresco decoration for
the National Agricultural School fr92t?Z7l in Chapingo, inspired by Michelangelo's Sistine Chapel, relates to the
architectural lines of the colonial chapel. The main surfuces contain mostly allegorical scenes of Mother Earth and pov\€r
from the gods that are conveyed via recognizable images, while the side panels illustrate the generalized abuses before
the revolution, the battles of the revolution itself, and the reforms established after it was over.

Orozco, the second major figure of the Mexican mural renaissance, also used an ltalianate allegory, of a blonde madonna,
in his first work at the National Preparatory School. His later work at the school became angrier than Rivera's, especially in
regard to his view of an evil and brutal ruling class, but his human compassion still shone through in examples such as a
beautiful stairway mural in which he depicted a Franciscan friar attending to an emaciated native. Most muralists
condemned Europeans as the destroyeq of Mexican pre-Columbian civilizations, but Orozgo could also supersede politics
to perceive the universal commonality among all peoples. Although the modern viewer can see the connection between
Orozco's painting style and Expressionist developments in 20th-century Euro_pe, his contemporaries saw his style as a
rejection of the abstract tendencies of European movements such as Cubism. Admirers throughout the Americas saw his
work as a model path for art in their own countries._*

The youngest and most radical of the Mexican muralists was David Alfuro Siqueiros. Devoting much of his time to union
organizing and pamphleteering, Siqueiros was a fervent communist; as a result, his paintings are filled with highly
simplified portrayals of proletarian masses. He embraced new industrial technology in his work and applied commercial
materials such as pyroxylin paint with air guns, which permitted large scale and rapid execution. Typical compositions by
the artist featured dynamic. sweeping lines stretching from one surface to the other. He suggested movement through
extreme foreshortening and 'lines of force," which he had first seen in the Futurist style popular when he visited ltaly but
which he applied on a monumental scale, adding panels and lath to surround the viewer. When his radical politics made
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him unwelcome in Mexico, Siqueiros was invited to work in the Southern Cone. ln the Escuela M6xico in Chill6n, Chile, in
1941, Siqueiros executed a band of colours sweeping from one wall across the shaped ceiling to the otherwall. The
respective walls depict the histories of Mexico and.Chile, using parallel images of indigenous rulers, local conquistadores,
and heroic liberators.

,A,s a result of the Mexican mural renaissance of the't920s and '3Os, for the first time in
its history, Latin American art can be said to have dramatically altered the history of
Western art. lt offered a relevant alternative to nonrepresentational abstraction after
World War I by making figurative works that reflected society and its immediate
concerns. Many artists also preferred not to be an indistinguishable part of an
international movement. The enthusiasm of adherents to the mural movement
spread rapidly. Carlos M6rida of Guatemala had participated in early Mexican
commissions, but he returned to his native country and produced tiled mural relieft
and prints reflecting indigenous topics such as the Popol Vuh legend of the Quich6
Maya. Osrualdo Guayasamin of Ecuador, active until his death in 1999, transitioned
from his l95os Social Realist canvases depicting struggling strikers to Expressionist
canvases of earthquake-shattered landscapes, with jagged black shapes overlaying a

molten core. ln Brazil, C6ndido Portinari, who painted simplified scenes of labourers,
was given mural commissions such as the 1937 Ministry of Agriculture in Rio de
Janeiro and the 1942 entrance lobby of the Hispanic Division of the Library of
Congress in Washington, D.C., in which he used monumental figures to personalize

the settlement of Brazil. ln'|'944 to 1946, on the wall of the church of S5o Francisco in Pampulha,Brazil, he applied blue-
painted glazed tiles on the inside and outside of the modern architecture by Oscar Niemeyer, thereby recalling a colonial
Portuguese means of decoration and also providing a functional, water-resistant surfuce.

Perhaps in response to the success of these murals, local leaders linked to the Revolutionary party in Mexico
commissioned public monumental figurative sculpture. The heroic gestures and muscular style of these works were
intended to galvanize Mexican workers to continue fighting for socialjustice. Public sculptures commemorating the
heroes of the wars of independence and the mid-l9th-century reform under Benito Ju6rez were also commissioned. Such
grandiloquent rhetoric links much Latin American art from the l93os to the fuscist and communist style of European
dictatorships. However, the actual style of much art of this period was linked to the geometrically simplified Art Deco style
in Europe, which reflected industrial, streamlined design.

Perhaps the best sculptor in this political moderne style was Francisco Z0fiiga, a transplanted Costa Rican who was
naturalized and active in Mexico at midcentury. ln his nearly life-size stone and bronze sculpture and drawings, he
portrayed large-proportioned indigenous women whose stoic f;aces emerge from tightly wrapped shawls, conveying an
image of an Earth Mother. Such indigenous themes were employed in South American countries with strong lndian
traditions so as to better speak to the proletariaL Jos6 Sabogal led the indigenist movement in Peru, which produced
mainly small oil paintings depicting highland lndian and coastal Afro-Peruvian culture.

The graphic arts became another meals of communicating with the masses. Building on.the examples of Posada and the
Mexican muralist renaissance, the Taller de Gr5fica Popular (People's Graphics Workshop) was founded in1937 in Mexico
City, with Leopoldo M6ndez as its leading artist. The group used simple carving techniques*such as woodcuts and
lithography-to create spontaneously rendered designs. The Taller provided a collective work centre and also taught
untrained artists the different printmaking media*Prints became a major artistic format in many areas of Latin America
because of the ease of their producticin and their widespread visibility and affordability. Posters especially became a
highly regarded art form in smaller countries such as Costa Rica and Puerto Rico.

SURREALISM

Throughout Latin l\merica the European art movement Surrealism was enthusiastically accepted by certain segments of
the artistic community. Many artists were drawn to Surrealism's emphasis on the irrational, the em&ional, the personal,
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and the subconscious. ln general, European Surrealist artists examined "primitive" art and folk art to discover an instinctive
spirit, a reference point that was relevant to Latin American artists searching to establish a distinctive art based on their
own multifaceted traditions. .'

Highly influential in the implantation of Surrealism in Latin America was the founder
of the movement, the French poet-philosopher And16 Breton. ln 1934 the Chilean
artist Roberto Matta, who had worked in France for Le Corbusier, abandoned his
training in architecture so that he could pursue art in Paris, where he became
associated with Breton and the Surrealists. His early paintings placed
nonrecognizable biomorphic forms onto a receding spatial grid. ln his later works
scratched and drawn figures occasionally takeon the appearance of menacing Latin
American generals, operating as one of the few references to his homeland in.his
otherwise generalized time and space.

Surrealism also allowed many Latin American artists to explore their individual
ancestry. Cuban artist Wifredo Lam joined Breton and his Surrealist circle in '194O,

after they went into self-exile in Martinique. When Lam returned to Cuba, he began
to examine his own African heritage: his mother was Afro-Cuban, and his godmother was a Santeria priestess. He explored
this heritage in his work, depicting tropical fiantasies filled with forms suggestive of African sculpture. This emphasis on
African forms also related to his contact with the Surrealists, who saw all "primitive' (narroivly meaning non-Western)
artistic expression as connected with humanitl/s common subconscious forms and experiences. Lam was particularly
influenced by his contact with Picasso, who early in the century had used African sculpture as an important inspiration for
Cubism.

Breton, who visited Mexico in 1938 and194O and stayed with Frida Kahlo, said he
considered his hostess to be an instinctive Surrealist. ln her compulsive portrayals of
herself in various guises, she superimposed her imagination on otherwise realistic
scenes from the visible world. She also incorporated into her work imagery from
Mexican folk art and the pre-Columbian village arts of western Mexico, which she
and her husband, Diego Rivera, collected. Kahlo has received more critical adulation
since her death in 1954 than when she was alive, a change that perhaps took place
because more personalized and individualized art usurped the universal and abstract
concerns of earlier art as the century progressed, Her challenging self-portraits also
took on important meaning for feminist critics in the later z0th century.

The indigenous Zapotec painter Rufino Tamayo, although once grouped with the
three great muralists (Rivera, orozco, and Siqueiros), began to make his most
memorable images after 194O. ln these later works he combined Surrealistic
ancestral references to Mexican identity with geometric abstraction and
Expressionlstic colours. His Mexican images combine imagery from pre-Columbian
artJwhich he collected), folk art, and typical tropical fruits such as watermelons. ln
line with the more private vision informing Surrealist works, he preferred easel
painting to mural painting during this period.

FROM C.I95O TO THE PRESENT

TRENDS, C.I950-C.1970

Abstract Expressionism, which arose in part out of Surrealism, dominated painting in
the United States in the 195Os. lt was better known in Latin America by its French
name, lnformalism, and it had many Latin American adherents. The name
lnformalism was preferred because it suggested the contrast between these irrtUitive
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Self-PortHft with Monkey, oil on fibreboard
by Fricla Kahlo, 1938.
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Beginning in the late l950s Fernando Botero of Colombia transformed fumous European paintings, such as those of Peter
Paul Flubens, by inflating the figures in his works to beyond-Rubenesque proportions.
He often used:'these rotund figures to parody the stock characters of clich6d banana-
republic scenes, lending his political figures an air of pompous absurdity. Later in his
career, using the same inflated style, he created massive bronze sculptures of
childhood images that made his point in three dimensions. Archetypal memories of
childhood continue to loom large in the adult, even when he lives far from the place
in which theywere formed.

TRENDS, C. IgTO.PRESENT

ln line with an international tendency at the end of the 20th century, some Ldtin
America n a rtists retu rned to more-rea I istic, fi gu rative representations. Argenti ne
Antonio Berni used figuration to speak to contemporary social and political concerns.
ln the'l960s and ?Os he created two fictional characters-iluanito Laguna, a street
urchin. and Ramona Montiel, a prostitut+-and depicted their lives in his paintings.
Although these characters symbolize urban poverty, Berni portrayed them with
humour and compassion in large canvases that combine a flattened figurative style
with mixed-medium collage.

Figuration also drove Nicaraguan-born Armando Morales, who achieved fame in the
196Os for his boldly painted geometric abstractions. ln the 198Os he created
classically inspired images that recalled the proto-Surrealist style of Giorgio de
Chirico. Although ttlorales lived in Europe, his art made reference to the political
revolution in his homeland that brought the Sandinistas (so named for the

Nicaraguan revolutionary C6sar Augusto Sandino) to power in1979. His painting Farqarcll to Sandino 0985), for example,
commemomtes the 193Os precursors of the revolution; the figures are composed as a sacra conversazione ("sacred
conversation of the saints"), and their faces are de-emphasized by blurring and shading. His lush tropical forests, pressing
in upon the viewer, recall paintings byJos6,Gamarra, a slightlyyounger Uruguayan who also depicted dense forests
inhabited by people dating back to the time of the conquest. ln Gamarra's Links0985), what may be the figure of Sandino
appears like a vision to a bow-carrying lndian. Such fantastic images can be related to the magic realism of Lati.n

American literature. Although neither Morales nor Gamarra lived in Latin America during the height of their fame, their
subject matter refers to archetypal images of the region: bandolier-draped revolutionaries, thick jungles, exotic animals,
and an unlikely mix of people.

New folk trends also developed during this period. ln Chile, after the 197Os military crackdown under Augusto Pinochet,
women commemorcted the lives of loved ones beaten, jailed, or "disappeared" with fabric remnants stitched on burlap,
known as arpilleras ("burlaps"). Another form developed in the Central Andes, where tourist enthusiasm created a market
for lndian textiles and portable wooden altars. ln the Caribbean, tourists created a demand for Panamanian Kuna lndian
molas, trade cloth panels decorated witfr cut-out patterns that express the Kuna worldviely.

Trained artists often adopted folk styles dating back to the conquest, an attitude buttressed by a political rejection of
European high culture at the end of the century. ln the'l97Os Oswaldo Viteri of Ecuador glued onto wooden boards tiny
brightly coloured textile dolls bought from highland lndians. These he then selectively painted dark or left untouched,
sometimes regimenting them, other times placing"them randomly-thus suggesting how the indigenous population is
manipu lated by institutiona I forces.

Religious folk images, another form of popular imagery, were also adopted by many artists. The ex-voto, a small
commemorative painting honouring the intervention of a saint in its owne/s life, had been produced as early as the'l8th
century. Formed out of tin or other scrap material, this folk art continued throughout the national period. The untrained
style of ex-voto painting had been appropriated at mid-century by Kahlo, who believed they were the most authentic
expression of Latin A,merican art. Many late 20th-century assemblage artists and painters, such as lulio Gaft5n of Mexico,
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also emulated the personal subject and naive style of the ex-voto. B6rbaro Rivas of Venezuela used cheaply printed
reproductions of religious images, such as the Mexican Virgin of Cuadalupe or the Sacred Heart of Jesus, in his collages of
the'l97os. Juan Camilo Uribe of Colombia combihed a Sacred Heart print with another of an admired Venezuelan doctor
to create his own collage valentine in Dxlantion of Love to Venezuela AWq.
A painter of Japanese-Peruvian descent, Tilsa Tsuchiya, used aspects of her Peruvian heritage to create her own folklore,
notably of 'birdwomen." One of her paintings 0974) transformed the vertical, biomorphically carved "hitching-post'sun
stone at Machu Picchu, the lost city of the lncas, into a figure rising like a Maya Chac Mool. Linked in some ways to earlier
Surrealist experiments, Tsuchiya's work also addressed the contemporary issues of gender and identity.

Political and social revolutions in Latin America in the late 2oth century inspired a resurgence of muralism as a means to
communicate with the non-gallery-going populace. Artists in Cuba (beginning in the 196Os), Chile (in the early 197Os), and
Nicaragua (in the 198Os) all created murals painted on public walls, often as a group effort without any individualartist's
signature. ln Chile in the 197Os the Flamona Parra Brigade painted untreated walls with commercial paints, thus ensuring
the impermanence of their work. The act of creation was more important to them than the durability of the finished
product.

Economic realities informed the work of many artists at the end of the 20th century. The rapid devaluation of South
American currencies from the 198Os inspired Jac Leirner, a Brazilian assemblage artist, to make long strings of worthless
cruzeiro notes, which she or curators rearranged into beautiful curves wherever they were exhibited. In this way, money
served as the raw material of art, rather than as a final reward for the artist's talents. Brazilian Cildo Meireles stamped
cruzeiro banknotes in'197O with a political question-Quem matou Herzog?("Who killed Herzog?")-that put into doubt
the official version of the death of the journalist Wladimir Herzog, placing this question on the very money printed to
support the regime suspected of complicity. The notes were then put into circulation, creating a tension between their
low value as money and their higher value as propaganda. ..

The realities of the Latin American economy affected art in otherways. Some artists exploited the junk of industrial society
in their art, partly as a way to save money but also as a way to reflect the marginality of Latin America in the industrialized
world order. ln the 199Os, using discarded material to express the garbage-filled environment in which the poor eke out a
living, the Chilean artist Francisca ('Pancha") N0ftez constructed large sculptures from refuse, especially textiles, that she
found in the streets around her home.

Performance art also gave voice to political and social issues in Latin America at the end of the century. After the
repression of the Chilean revolution, artists of the Avanzada group created performances that pointed out the abuses of
the new regime. For example, in l98O Carlos Leppe had himself videotaped as he was imprisoned in a plaster cast. By this
he suggested his abuse and confinement by society. Similarly, Diamela Eltit inflicted cuts and bruises on herself in a
brothel in 198O. She then washed the sidewalk outside while the video of her self-abuse was projected on the wall
opposite the brothel. ln so doing, she alluded to the abuse prostitutes accept to escape povertywhile also suggesting the
need to clean the stains of a corrupt society.

Latin American artists also used video, an emerging international medium, to address political concerns. Afler moving to
New York City, the Chilean artist Alfredo Jaar in 1987 used a computerized light board over Times Square to confront
viewers with his message; he superimposed the statement "This is not America" on a ma! of the United States. When the
image electronically changed, the word Americawas superimposed on a map of the whole Western hemisphere.
Remaining in New York even after the return of democracy in Chile, Jaar expanded his scope to dramatize abuses
worldwide, such as experiences of Haitian boat people or the indifference of the mass media toward the genocide in
Ftwanda. These works were installed in museum s6ttings.

Throughout the 20th century many Latin American artists had become expatriates in Paris, New York, and elsewhere in
search of artistic stimulus, better economic prospects, and political stability. However, with the return of democracy to
countries such as Argentina and Brazil and the successful transfer of power to civilian rule in other countries, Latin
America began to retain more artists and prwide more economic opportunities. By 2OOO Buenos Aires housed more than
6O contemporary art galleries as well as Latin America's leading auction market, held in the municipal pawn shop.
Morewer, major Nevv York auction houses det/oted entire sessions to modern Latin American art, signaling the rising
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importance of this area in the international marketplace. At the turn of the 2'lst century, as the international art world
focused on the social and political issues that had long occupied artists from the region, Latin American art increasingly
gained a prominent place in the global discourse about art and its role in society.

John F. Scott

"Latin American art". Encyclopadia Britannica. Encyclopadia Britannica Online.
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Diego Rivera, in full Diego Maria Concepcion luan
Nepomuceno Estanislao de la Rivera y Barrientos Acosta y
Rodrlguez (born December 8, ]886, Guanajuato, Mexico-
died November 25,1957, Mexico City), Mexican painter
whose bold large-scale murals stimulated a revival of
fresco painting in Latin America.

A government scholarship enabled Rivera to study art at
the.Academy of San Carlos in Mexico City frorn age lO, and
a grant from the governor of Veracruz enabled him to
continue his studies in Europe in 19O7. He studied in Spain
and in I9O9 settled in Paris, where he became a friend of
Pablo Picasso, Georges Braque, and other leading modern
painters. About l9l7 he abandoned the Cubist style in his
own work and moved closer to the Post-lmpressionism of

Rivera returned to Mexico in'1921 after meeting with fellow
Mexican painter David Alfaro Siqueiros. Both sought to
create a new national art on revolutionary themes that
would decorate public buildings in the wake of the
Mexican Revolution. On returning to Mexico, Rivera
painted his first important mural, Creation, for the Bolivar
Auditorium of the National PreparatorySchool in Mexico
City. ln 1923 he began painting the walls of the Ministry of
Public Education building in Mexico City, working in
fresco and completing the commission in 193O. These
huge frescoes, depicting Mexican agriculture, industry,
and culture, reflect a genuinely native subject matter and
mark the emergence of Rivera's mature style. Rivera
defines his solid, somewhat stylized human figures by
precise outlines rather than by internal modeling. The
flattened, simplified figures are set in crowded, shallow
spaces and are enlivened with bright, bold colours. The
lndians, peasants, conquistadores, and factory workers
depicted combine monumentality of form with a mood
that is lyrical and at times elegiac.

Diego Rivera

Paul C6zanne, adopting a visual language of simplified forms and bold areas of colour.
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Rivera's next major work was a fresco cycle in a former
chapel at what is now the National School of Agriculture
at Chapingo fr926-27). His frescoes there contrast scenes
of natural fertility and harmony among the pre-
Columbian lndians with scenes of their enslavement and
brutalization by the Spanish conquerors. Rivera's murals in
the Cort6s Palace in Cuernavaca (193O) and the National
Palace in Mexico City ('193O-35) depict various aspects of
Mexican history in a more didactic narrative style.

Rivera was in the United States from l93O to 1934, where
he painted murals for the California School of Fine Arts in
San Francisco ('1951), the Detroit lnstitute of Arts (I932), and
Rockefeller Center in New York City (1935). His Man at the
Crossroads fresco in Rockefeller Center offended the
sponsors because the figure of Vladimir Lenin was in the
picture; the work was destroyed by the centre but was
later reproduced by Rivera at the Palace of Fine Arts,
Mexico City. After returning to Mexico, Rivera continued to
paint murals of gradually declining quality. His most
ambitious and gigantic mural, an epic on the history of
Mexico for the National Palace, Mexico City, was
unfinished when he died. Frida Kahlo, who married Rivera
twice, was also an accomplished painter. Rivera's
autobiography, MyArt, My Life,was published
posthumously in I960.
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The Rivera Court at the Detroit lnstitute of
Arts, featuring Detroit ...

Mike Steele (CC-BY-Z.0) (A Britannica
Publishing Padne)

Diego Rivera, photograph by Carl Van

Vechten, 1932.

Carl Van Vechten/Library of Congress,
Washington, D.C. (LC-USZ62-1 03973)
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Detailfrom Popular History of Mexico,
mosaic by Diego Rivera, 1953; ...

Shostal Associates

"Diego Rivera". Encyclopad ia Britan nica. Encyclopad i a Britan n ica On l i ne.

Encyclopadia Britannica lnc., 2017. Web.18 Mar.20.17
<https://unvw.britan n ica.com/biog ra phy/Diego- Rivera>.
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Diego Rivera wiih Frida Kahlo.

Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. (neg.

no. LC-USZ62-42516)


